Abstract
Introduction
This work presents an approach for constructing an object-oriented (OO) design framework using distributed computing design patterns as components under a metalevel architecture and we call Metalevel Component-Based Framework (MELC). MELC can be used for constructing distributed computing applications. Design patterns and frameworks both facilitate reuse by capturing successful software development strategies. Frameworks can be viewed as a concrete realization of families of design patterns that are targeted for a particular application-domain.
Likewise, design patterns can be viewed as more abstract micro-architectural elements of frameworks that document and motivate the semantics of frameworks in an effective way. MELC is not only pattern-oriented, it also employs a meta-architecture as a means of making the framework easily adaptable. The explosive growth of distributed technologies requires frameworks to be adaptable [1] [2] . Our metaarchitecture supports dynamic adaptation of feasible design decisions in the framework design space by specifying and coordinating meta-objects that represent the building blocks within the distributed system environment. The proposed meta-based framework has the adaptability that allows the system evolution that is required in distributed computing technology. Our approach resolves the problem of the dynamic integration and adaptation within the framework, which is encountered in most distributed systems.
MELC Architecture
In this section, we discuss MELC architecture; and describe our pattern-oriented framework with metaarchitecture to achieve adaptation to facilitate system evolution in distributed computing. The initial concept can be found in Lai et al. [3] .
Yacoub et al. [4] [5] using design patterns as building block and described pattern-oriented frameworks as containing two distinct levels: the pattern level and the class level. The pattern level is constructed on well-known or newly invented design patterns and is a design level that is usually presented in a Pattern Diagram. The class level is based on the design of the pattern level and is realized by classes and presented in a Class Diagram. Pattern-oriented frameworks use the pattern level as a higher level of abstraction than class level. A simple pattern-oriented framework provides component-based design at design level but it has difficulty in addressing the framework's adaptability at the implementation level. We ensure that our framework is adaptive by using the novel combination of distributed computing design patterns within a meta-architecture. By adding a metaarchitecture layer on top of the pattern-oriented framework, we will be able to provide an adaptive level in addition to the pattern level and class level, as shown in Figure 1 . The meta level provides information about selected system properties and behaviors, and the base level consists of the application logic [6] [7] . The implementation of system functionality is built at the meta level. Any changes in information kept at the meta level affect subsequent base-level behavior. Figure 2 shows the framework architecture where the meta level contains distributed computing patterns and the base level contains base objects (or application servers). The kernel of the framework provides the core functions for the framework adaptation between meta level and base level. It includes: Meta objects and Meta Space Management which handles meta level configuration, Reflection Management which provides dynamic reflection from the meta level to the base level, and Reification Management which provides dynamic reification from the base level to the meta level.
In our distributed computing environment, meta objects are the pattern components and include ORB Register object, Publisher and Subscriber object, Thread Pooling object, Http Server object, etc [8] . The MELC Kernel Configuration Manager provides controls for the meta space and meta objects in the system and is responsible for starting, stopping and manipulation of the system. Reflection in our framework allows a base object to reflect on its own execution state according to the reified meta objects in the meta space. For example, a single base object can be reified with meta objects providing, say, a thread pooling component and a HTTP Server component. The base object will dynamically be reflected to have the behavior of a thread pooling web server.
Components Installation at Meta Level
In this section, we describe how distributed computing design patterns can be conformed to meta objects and installed at the meta level of MELC. The kernel classes shown in Figure 3 are the core meta objects. They manipulate the interaction between meta objects and are generalized for conformation from distributed computing patterns to meta objects. The class instantiation of the Thread Pool Pattern [9] , shown in Figure 4 , has thread pool workers defined to handle tasks assigned by the system. The management and deployment of the systemlevel components in the meta space is simple and uniform. On the class level, distributed computing pattern components (ThreadPool) simply extend a class called MetaObjectImpl from the kernel package to form meta components (see Figure 5) , and, on the object level, the instantiation of meta components means that they are ready to deploy to meta space. Other distributed computing patterns such as Http Server, ORB Register and Publisher/Subscriber can follow the same procedures and be easily deployed as meta components.
Components Integration at Meta Level
MELC supports dynamic integration of meta objects at run-time. Thread Pooling Pattern and Http Server Pattern are meta objects and they are deployed to the meta space and that situation is illustrated in Figure 6 . Every time a HTTP request comes to the base object, the meta space will handle the request by checking whether the base object is reified with the ThreadPool at the metalevel. If the ThreadPool found is reified with the base object, MetaSpace will let HTTPServer pass its HTTPWorker to the thread pool workers to continue the process. Figure 6 shows that integration between meta objects, ThreadPool and HttpServer at the metalevel which is used to provide a Thread Pooling HTTP Server at the base level. Figure 6 also shows the interaction between the meta level and the base level. The Java implementation fragment for integration between HTTPServer and ThreadPool is presented in Table 1 
Adaptation in MELC
MELC provides dynamic system behavior and provides adaptability within its run-time environment. We propose that each meta object has its own internal identifier attribute MetaID which is private and internally stored in each meta object. Fixed Thread Pool Pattern and Growth Enabled Thread Pool Pattern are two typical examples of pooling patterns [13] depicted in Figure 7 . The meta objects for these two patterns would each have its own internal identifier. However, in this case, the contents of the two internal identifiers are identical to indicate both are a kind of thread pool.
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Figure 7. Fixed and Growth Thread Pool Patterns
The administration utility, has the ability to replace meta objects at run time by verifying their internal identifiers. One meta object can replace another if they both belong to the same type and have the same internal identifier. Therefore a fixed thread pool could be replaced with a growth enabled thread pool in Figure 8 as described below.
1.MetaSpace has constructed and instantiated metaFixedThreadPool which belongs to a Type called Pooling and has an internal identifier with the value ThreadPool. metaFixedThreadPool is then registered in the meta object repository.
2. Meta object metaGrowableThreadPool is constructed and instantiated and also belongs to a type called Pooling and so also has an internal identifier with the value ThreadPool. However, it has not been registered in the meta object repository. Since it has the same meta type and internal identifier as metaFixedThreadPool, they can each be replaced by the other.
3.Our configuration and management utility controls the replacements of meta objects. The changes will reflect the system behavior of the metalevel and also immediately affect those base objects which have reified the meta objects which have the internal meta identifier ThreadPool. Steps 3.1 to 3.6 in Table 2 illustrate the JAVA source for adaptability in meta objects. 
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Applicability in MELC
MELC supports multiple applications and can be applied to different distributed object-requestor applications such as E-Bookshop, E-Banking [10] [11] . The separation of system functionality and business functionality means that business functions of an application are published to base objects (or base servers) at the base level.
The remote objects published by a remote workstation via the network to a base object (EBookshop Server) might include; E-bookshop Customer Entity, E-Bookshop Mail Services, EBookshop Ordering and E-Bookshop Book/CD Administration. For an E-Banking Application, those objects will be different, might include; E-Banking Payment, E-Banking-Saving and would be sent to the base object called E-Banking Server. Meta space provides system functionality to those applications. The E-Bookshop and E-Banking are MELC application servers at the base level. The distributed model of remote requests is depicted in Figure 9 . The meta space at the meta level produces listeners for those application servers at the base level at the time they reify the meta objects. The listener at the base level is actually a remote proxy [12] [13] which has a port number and, on behalf of the meta object, accepts networking sockets from remote clients and passes them to the meta objects in meta space. The proxy listeners act as proxy actors and masquerade as meta objects to accept and decide whether to send the requests to the meta level. Primary benefits of implementing this way are: firstly, in such a way the requests for which the application server is engaged can be easily identified at the base level by port numbers, which occurs before the identification of application servers at the meta level, and the start/stop for administration of reified functions can be controlled at the base level as well as at the meta level, and, from the administrator's point of view, the control of start/stop at the base level and the meta level mean differently: they are the application level control and the system level control respectively. Secondly, when applying this distributed model in MELC, the meta objects are stateless objects and can be replaced in the run time environment. All the stateful information belonging to individual MELC applications can be saved in their proxy objects, which can be passed back to meta objects whenever they are needed later.
Conclusion
We have presented a new approach to the design of a framework called Metalevel Component-Based Framework (MELC) based on a meta-architecture employing distributed computing patterns as components for meta objects. This paper describes how MELC can meet diverse requirements in distributed computing systems, and how its meta-architecture creates the kind of adaptive and configurable run time system that is critical for most distributed computing frameworks today. MELC provides separation of concerns in system functionality and business functionality in between metalevel and base level, and makes the system's technological features open-ended for extension, and allows itself to continually evolve, and supports stateful services at base level. The work has emerged as a promising way to meet the challenges in distributed environment currently and in the future.
Although we have based MELC on a simplistic view of resources, we have illustrated that MELC may be enhanced in order to address more specific distributed computing issues. To demonstrate the utility of MELC, we have developed a configuration and management tool that can be used to define the initial configuration and facilitate dynamic restructuring of distributed software applications. In particular, the tool may be used to reify and de-reify meta components by base objects to perform business applications at the base level.
We believe that MELC makes a significant contribution towards flexible architectural interfaces for distributed computing systems. In particular, the notion of a modularity preserving meta-architecture affords the protection of current abstraction boundaries of system behavior in distributed computing while allowing the graceful integration between components to support system features. Nonetheless, significant work remains to be done to expand its component base. The types of pattern-based components that we think are necessary for MELC to include: Connection Multiplexing, Heartbeat, and Retransmission. We view such distributed computing components as an evolutionary extension of MELC we have described.
